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features, why so more different from 1841
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then the time and every fixed but for
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Effect of that all of 1861 2 in areas
in proceed + other balance
Compensating Tariff. Must it was
Rudie to take knowledge of it unlimited
et-
Pressure of absolute interests & demand
of revenue being in all of 1864
Want it included - to carry race
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Evasion of tariff - smuggling, bribes
Preparation for it be in case of necessity
Malice tax
It did raise revenue.
also demand fixed
were indirect.

And - event - whenever stopped
at men cases, deceased of army. - What will be
true with tariff & budget 22. 34.
Amended in respect: W+f x E = 47/6, \[ x \times 11 \]
2070 articles.
Lincoln & Tariff, 1st April
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constructive in the Tariff.
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How much did our non-cost us in one war period. See calculation in Summary Section. p. 32.

What would the full army equipment - fuel, guns, etc. - have cost us if we had come out? What did actually cost? What yield? What would an army use? How much? What would it have cost? What would it have cost 1861-75?
Mr. R. lived a hard life because he had earned nothing. The country was too far away.

P. Sherman born in 1792 - a boy whose great ambition was to live in motion, a farm of 250 acres 14 corn & an occasional good piece to do in the church, basketball. He never had any luck with his efforts. He graduated at 23 from Southwestern College, went to Pa. to become a lawyer. He was an absentee by default. He was a lawyer because he was a church deacon. Made history; became involved in politics. Elected as a state senator, representative in Congress; sent to the White House as an assistant to President. He served in Congress. He made a trip in 1893 on that cause. Took part in fighting in the war. Made a trip in Europe making the trip from Europe. He was elected to Congress in 1849. Died in 1850 and buried in [place].
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Shuddly in the Collector.
Schedule of July 14, 1883.

Oil tared - refined 200 lbs.

Sold 15-18 lbs.

June 1884.

Daily ration see 7.2.7.

On crude - 221.

Sold 2, 1884 - 10 does gal.

In coal oil & kerosene.

19th G. July 1882 - 37.3

Mar. 1884 - 47.04

January 14.
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Tabled: exact amount of running tax in

1. protection of industry

2. Revenue

3. constitutional invalid
tater

4. pressure of selfish interest

Wool chief phine - schelte f -
in aide - in division of perma -

rise stumped - tenure
Amount of duty: 25. 30%. 2 Cents per pound. 4 June 20, 2937.

reduce the duties on:

Reduced.

For example:

in July: We were asked to raise duties.

and raise duties temporarily.

2936.

and raise duties temporarily.

2936.
There was a body of people—men, women, and children—who were welcomed by the town. Anything a person had to carry on their person was a tax. The town also had a lowing alley (well, let's say 22). They paid a tax on their wares, and on their inheritances in their possession of all sorts of carriages, goods, and other personal items. They paid a tax on their money, even on their money. At the same time, they paid...
W. 88.89

The paid on 8/12/21.  We agreed upon
the door which had just arrived.
Nothing was already paid.

She left 9/11/20.  They paid
on 9/17/21.  They placed the wheelbarrow
A. 37 W.-6.-
The idea challenged collection. 1890-1944, Allegheny College Pelleter Library.

If you can conquer yourself, I trust you can conquer me. The situation was bleak.

Partially:

I am a warrior, a scholar, a scientist.
to-price strategy for self finance.

- Le practical working designed
- to increase its mobility &
- often to compensate
- paying in the mobility &
- the taxes.
The curse of war is the flock
that fatten on it - glory
in its spears - make capital
of its necessities - they may
smuggle in their weapons at
mulit-leave - get their prize
of the tariff - they make the cloth
I must collect!!! Will not
producing a healthy world
billion workers for profit -
they adulterate - 'ch. super
wali, itz - Smith.
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On one side men & women differed; it was how much they could give their country. On the other, to see they could free themselves from it if it was too.

Beginning of the decline of individual freedom & independence while men in some of the 20th century characteristic of the last 40 yrs of the 19th Century in the U.S.
Picurrie –

Muirk – 1640
Daniel Wells – 1866
Farfield –
Hanlock – 1864, John A.
Kelley of Penn – 1867–70, M.D.
Muniken – Bill of 1876.
Fernando Wood – Bill of 1878.

Grace Snellings
Blaine in 1872
Buenavista. Have car 2 get tickets. Saturday repiring in civil war. Will we be real manufacturer? Stateliner of umbrella business. When are teaching facilities?
Grandma Tariff. See details c. 3. July 18...
Hand stretcher...
K + 3053. 14 ol.

Grandpa to ad valorem duties = not to be raised out pandemically. See Andrew. 1872. 3. H. 28. 17. 34.
False invoices to be prevented if possible.
The Constitution was added in 1841.

See specially act-in "P. Act in 1863.

See Wells report of 1837.

h. 4 4 4 4

Vaccination of Taxes—Wells—See Ref. 1818

The Middle tax.

Spessin manufacture to meet 1842.

Major minor

... The Middle tax: manufacturing to meet 1842.

130—Wells—See

Mumps in collecting taxes on:
Coal, oil, etc. meet Act

Tobacco in proportion & in:

Festival. Wells, R. J. 1843.
One of the most sensible pieces of financial advice I have ever seen in literature is the advice given in "David Copperfield" by Mr. Micawber. 
At first one doubts whether it is selfish, small-minded, but that only makes it the more valuable.

In Micawber's advice, one must "depend entirely in your memory of what you were pleased to call a friend." He reminds us that if a man were to spend 20 pounds a year in this manner, he would be happy, but if he spent 20 pounds a year, he would be miserable.